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brought us as slaves to this region because Sheedis as a nation
have never been slaves,” argues Yaqoob Qanbarani, the chairman
of Pakistan Sheedi Ittehad, a community group.  Others say the
community’s origins can be traced back to the genesis of Islam,
claiming a shared lineage with Bilal-one of Prophet Mohammad’s
closest companions.

As the knowledge of their origins has faded, so too have many
of their traditions, including the vestiges of Swahili once spoken
in parts of Karachi. “Swahili has been an abandoned language for
some generations now,” says Ghulam Akbar Sheedi, a 75-year-
old community leader. “I remember that my grandmother would
extensively use Swahili phrases in our daily conversation,” says
50-year-old Atta Mohammad, who now struggles to remember
even a few sayings.

‘Captured by spirits’ 
With so many traditions lost to the past, the Sheedi mela, or

festival, at the Mangho Pir shrine has assumed rich significance
and been the epicentre of the community in Sindh for centuries.
They no longer know why it is held there, they are simply follow-
ing in the steps and repeating the words of their ancestors. “It at-
tracts the Sheedi community from all over Pakistan,” Qanbarani
tells AFP. “We celebrate Mangho Pir mela more than Eid,” he adds.
The celebration features a dancing procession known as the
Dhamal, with men and women in trance-like states-a rare sight in
conservative, often gender-segregated Pakistan. “The Dhamal
dance... is done with great devotion and much delicacy,” says Atta
Mohammad, who spoke with AFP at the festival. “Some of us are

captured by holy spirits.”  Mehrun Nissa, 65, prepares a sacred
drink during the mela while translating from what she says is a
Swahili dialect. “Nagajio O Nagajio, Yo aa Yo.... means now we
are leaving to have a drink from the bowl,” she explains. Mangho
Pir is also home to over 100 lumbering crocodiles that waddle be-
tween the devotees near a swampy green pond where they have
lived for generations.  Legend holds that lice on the Sufi saint’s
head transformed into the reptiles who now live at the shrine. The
oldest crocodile-known as More Sawab, and believed to be any-
where between 70 and 100 years old-is feted at the festival’s cli-
max with garlands and decorative powder while being fed chunks
of raw meat. 

Honoring the crocodile 
Even this tenuous link to the community’s past is in danger of

being severed, however. The celebrations this March were the first
time the festival has been held in nine years, after rising extremism
saw Sufi shrines come under threat across Pakistan, with repeated
gun and suicide bomb attacks. “The situation was not suitable for
us as children and women also participate in the mela,” said Qan-
barani, as heavily armed police commandos flanked the crowd.
But with dramatic improvements in security in recent years the
community hopes to continue the mela, celebrating traditions that
have survived slavery, colonization, and modernization.  “It is a
Sheedi community belief that by honoring the crocodile our whole
year will pass in peace, tranquility and prosperity,” explains Mo-
hammad.  “We look forward to celebrating the mela next year too,
and forever.”— AFP

Pakistani devotees of the Sheedi ethnic group play traditional music
at the shrine of Sufi Hasan-Al-Maroof Sultan Manghopir, during the
Sheedi Mela or crocodiles festival, on the outskirts of Karachi.

Pakistani devotees of the Sheedi ethnic group slaughter a goat to
be sacrificed for crocodiles at the shrine of Sufi Hasan-Al-Maroof
Sultan Manghopir.

Pakistani devotees of the Sheedi ethnic group pray at the shrine of Sufi Hasan-Al-Maroof Sultan Manghopir, during the Sheedi Mela or
crocodiles festival.

Pakistani devotees of the Sheedi ethnic group dance at the shrine
of Sufi Hasan-Al-Maroof Sultan Manghopir, during the Sheedi Mela
or crocodiles festival.

Pakistani devotees of the Sheedi ethnic group play traditional music
at the shrine of Sufi Hasan-Al-Maroof Sultan Manghopir.


